
technical rider 20/06/2005

              

Contacts:
light designer and technical director: Henri Emmanuel DOUBL IER +33662873074
mail to: henri-emmanuel.doublier@wanadoo.fr

for more informations, please contact:
*set Jerome DUPRAZ +33684106615
*sound Olivier TIRMARCHE +33614012325
*video Vincent TIRMARCHE +33613430257NB

    The rectangular performing area is 10 X 8,50m. 3 rows o f a sitting rake are
running along 2 sides shaping an L , in order to have the audience as close as
possible to the set thus enabling 120 people.

  
light

we bring our light board

Light equipment to be supplied by the theatre:
-24 dmx 512 dimers (protocole dmx 512 only!)

-4 floodlights 1 kw.
-3 blonde lighting
-12 read head
-1 2kw fresnel
-1 2,5 kw HMI fresnel head and ballast with electric shutte rs
-1 Martin Mac 500 
-1 profile 1kw
-3 stands 4.2 meters
-4 stands 3.50 meters
-12 stands 3 meters

2 cables DMX 512  30m. long.

sound 

Sound equipment to be supplied by the theatre:
-mixing desk 16/8/2 (we need a midi controler desk preferen ce 01V, or possible 02R and 03D) 
-6 loudspeakers same type: L Acoustic MTD 112 ou115, Amadeu s MPB 600, John meyer, EAW,
 DB. + 1 sub bass 
( 6 loudspeakers to be hung and 2 with stand floor)
-4 amplis identiques / 4 identical amplifiers 
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-1 ampli for sub bass 
-3 equaliseur qraphique stereo 31 bandes / 1 graphic equal izer 31... 
-3 dibox
-3 microphones sm58 shure with stand floor
-2 over-head microphones: Rode NTG1 or type AKG C 414B, AKG 391B with stand floor

set 

Set to be supplied by the theatre:
if the flor isn't clean, we need a white dance floor on the  playing area (10x8.50m)

-1 car 4X4 type NISSAN XTRAIL and a flag and visiting cards from the garage where the car comes 
from. Light color, metalic grey, green, blue.
    usualy, you can have an arangement with a garage to have it for free.
    *the car must be here the 1st day of the set up.

-1 sofa, 3 places sofa contemporary design, beige color or white, very clean; With mobile cushions for 
put microphone below.IKEA models:
1. NIKKALA, WEISS
2. KARLANA, WEISS

 the green part is only if we don't make transport, we need more over:
* a table contempory design which fit well with the sofa. h  : 40 cm /  L :
80 cm / l : 120 cm
Couchtable/low table:
1. EKSJO; 2. KLUBBO; 3. LACK
* A TV table contempory design which fit well with the sofa . h : 80 cm /  L
: 50 cm / l : 40 cm
TV table/stand:
1. TUNSTA (Hi Fi Staender 93cm); 2. OTTENBY; 3. KAXAS)
(for Ike a staff, if you pay stg there, you have 3 month to give them back and they give you the money.)

-1 4mX4m carpett, color : light grey or orange as the sampl e we can send you, not the cheaperst one. 
-2m bye 3m self standing wardrobe (see stage map)

-We nee 10 metalics cans of beer and 6 bottles of water per  each show + for the dress rehearsal. 
( fridge to have fresh beers.)

video

Video equipment to be supplied by the theatre:
-a 80cm tv with plinth

time to set up

-1 day (12 hours) t o set up before performance day with 3 light technicians, 1 sound technician, 
2 stage hands
-cues in the light board, sound check, rehearsal the day of  the 1st performance. with 1 light technician, 
1 sound technician.

-strike out after the last with: 2 light technicians, 1 sou nd technician, 2 stage hands
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